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Through My Eyes
A Quarterback's Journey : Young Reader's Edition
Zonderkidz Meet Tim Tebow: He grew up playing every sport imaginable, but football was his true passion. Even from an early age, Tim has always had the drive to be the best player and person that he
could be. Through his hard work and determination, he established himself as one of the greatest quarterbacks in the history of college football and as a top prospect in the NFL. Now, in Through My Eyes:
A Quarterback's Journey, he shares the behind-the-scenes details of his life, on and oﬀ the football ﬁeld. Tim writes about his life as he chooses to live it, revealing how his Christian faith, his family values,
and his relentless will to succeed have molded him into the person and the athlete he is today.

Rethinking Field Experiences in Preservice Teacher Preparation
Meeting New Challenges for Accountability
Routledge The focus of this book is the centrality of clinical experiences in preparing teachers to work with students from diverse cultural, economic, and experiential backgrounds. Organized around three
themes—learning teaching through the approximation and representation of practice, learning teaching situated in context, and assessing and improving teacher preparation—Rethinking Field Experiences
in Preservice Teacher Preparation provides detailed descriptions of theoretically grounded, research-based practices in programs that prepare preservice teachers to contextualize teaching practices in
ways that result in a positive impact on learning for traditionally underserved students. These practices serve current demands for teacher accountability for student learning outcomes and model good
practice for engaging teacher educators in meaningful, productive dialogue and analysis geared to developing local programs characterized by coherence, continuity, and consistency.

Tim Tebow
Greenhaven Publishing LLC Tim Tebow rose to college football stardom as the Florida Gator's starting quarterback in 2007. The following year he became the youngest person to earn the Heisman Trophy.
In 2010, he was drafted by the Denver Broncos and soon after traded to the New York Jets. In 2016, Tebow announced that he would be leaving professional football to pursue a career in major league
baseball. This informative edition examines the life, accomplishments, and career of this multitalented athlete.

Writing Lesson Level 6--Researching from A to D
Teacher Created Materials Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction
and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.

Writing Lesson Level 6--Shifting Ideas with Transition Signals
Teacher Created Materials Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction
and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.

Getting to the Core of Writing: Essential Lessons for Every Sixth Grade Student
Essential Lessons for Every Sixth Grade Student
Incorporate writing instruction as an essential element of literacy development. Implement best practices and simplify the planning of writing instruction. This series utilizes the six traits of writing, and
provide resources to support the successful writing in the classroom. Discover how to establish a daily writing workshop that includes consistent, structured instruction to engage students in the writing
process.

Writing Lesson Level 6--Prewriting with the Knuckle Planner
Teacher Created Materials Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction
and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.

Writing Lesson Level 6--Drafting with the Knuckle Planner
Teacher Created Materials Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing instruction
and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.

Through the Eyes of a Prodigal
Hope for parents and leaders with wayward children
WestBow Press Have you lost hope that your wayward son or daughter will ever return to Christ? In this powerful book, Through the Eyes of a Prodigal, Pastor Danny challenges you to believe that God is
still able to set them free! A former prodigal himself, he knows this personally. As a teenager, Danny turned away from the Lord and fell deep into sin. Eventually, returning to the Lord, he shares his
poignant story and examples of other prodigals to re-ignite hope to those whose ﬂame is dying. In this inspiring book, you will ﬁnd: Powerful stories of prodigals coming home Insight for parents with
“rebellious church kids” A direct message to prodigals Practical steps in reaching them today What awesome revelation and insight into the mind and heart of a former prodigal. Pastor Danny’s openness
and transparency about his life experiences gives us ﬁrsthand knowledge into how and why someone who is raised in church by godly parents can turn away from God. More importantly, his book gives
parents hope that no matter how impossible things might look, God’s word never left him. For parents who look to Proverbs 22:6 as God’s promise for their children, this book reinforces that promise.
—Pastor, Richard Salazar, senior pastor, New Harvest Norwalk

Know Who You Are. Live Like It Matters.
A Homeschooler's Interactive Guide to Discovering Your True Identity
WaterBrook American sports icon Tim Tebow shares how he faces pressure head-on and the wisdom he’s learned—not from what the world says, but from what God says in His Word The world does not
deﬁne you Nobody said your life would be easy. And the older you get, the more diﬃcult it seems to become. Deep down you may know your value as a person isn’t deﬁned by wearing cool name-brand
clothes, scoring points for a sports team or even by having a huge number of social media followers. And you’re right! Your identity resides in something—in fact, Someone—much greater than anything
this world can oﬀer: the only identity worth having . . . is found in Jesus Christ! Tim Tebow will guide you through thirty-six weeks of lessons, each based on a key Scripture, to discover who you are—by
learning more about whose you are! You’ll have the opportunity to write down your thoughts, feelings, and ideas on topics such as: • Building godly character • Maintaining great relationships • Standing
out from the crowd • Doing things that matter in the big picture Get ready to live bigger than ever before . . . with your faith and identity secure in a God who loves you beyond measure!
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Through My Eyes
Harper Collins FormerUniversity of Florida star quarterback, 2010 ﬁrst-round draft pick for theDenver Broncos, and devout Christian Tim Tebow tellsthe story of his faith, his life, and his career in football in
Through MyEyes. Written with Nathan Whitaker, the New York Times bestsellingcoauthor of Quiet Strength, with Tony Dungy, Through My Eyes givesfans a ﬁrst look into the heart of an athlete whose
talent and devotion havemade him one of the most provocative ﬁgures in football.

Throwaway Players
The Concussion Crisis, from Pee Wee Football to the NFL
Behler Publications The underbelly of the National Football League: a rare insider's look into the world of arthritis, dementia, and suicide.

Shaken Bible Study
Discovering Your True Identity in the Midst of Life's Storms
WaterBrook Discover Who You Are and Live Like It Matters Have you ever questioned God's plan? Wondered why life has unraveled in an unexpected direction? Struggled with disappointment or doubted
your purpose in life? Many of us have. Riding the rollercoaster of highs and lows in his NFL journey, Heisman Trophy winner Tim Tebow has learned what it means to be grounded in who you are no matter
what life throws your way. In this powerful, four-session Bible study, Tebow delivers a Scripture-packed message about what it means to ﬁx your hope and your identity in a God who does not change.
Follow Tebow as he highlights key players and passages from the Bible that will inspire you to: * Release bitterness from past hurts and trust in a loving God * Recognize and use your talents to make a
diﬀerence in the world * Remain resilient and grounded in your faith despite extraordinary odds Perfect for group use or individual reﬂection, this dynamic study also includes key quotations and in-depth
discussion questions. Shaken Bible Study is the training ground for your greatest battles and will leave you spiritually and mentally prepared to face life's challenges head-on.

Shaken
Discovering Your True Identity in the Midst of Life's Storms
WaterBrook NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ECPA BESTSELLER • Who are you when life is steady? Who are you when storms come? “With this book, Tim encourages readers to keep moving and stay
strong while battling life’s obstacles.”—Cam Newton, quarterback for the Carolina Panthers Most of us have been on the receiving end of rejection, a broken dream, or heartbreak. And while this is not an
easy space to go through, when we are grounded in the truth, we can endure the tough times. In this powerful book, Heisman Trophy winner Tim Tebow passionately shares glimpses of his journey staying
grounded in the face of disappointment, criticism, and intense media scrutiny. Tebow talks about what he’s learned along the way, building conﬁdence in his identity in God, not the world. This moving
book also features practical wisdom from Scripture and insights gained from others who have impacted him in life-changing ways.

Who's In Your Social Network?
Understanding the Risks Associated with Modern Media and Social Networking and
How it Can Impact Your Character and Relationships
Gospel Light Publications Online social networking is just a normal part of life for most teens, but many discover too late that uncritical participation can lead to distorted relationships and even stunted
personal character. This tech-friendly guidebook will help teens and pre-teens think through the dangers and opportunities of Facebook and other social networks and set healthy boundaries that will keep
their hearts and minds safe and strong. They’ll also ﬁnd frank discussions about sexting, internet pornography and online gaming and ﬁnd out how to protect themselves and their future from the
consequences of sin and addiction. Parents, teachers, educators, youth pastors, counselors and mentors will ﬁnd the latest information on media and technology to help them guide young lives.

O poder da oração para mães
Seus ﬁlhos precisam de seu amor e de sua intercessão
Thomas Nelson Brasil Mãe só descansa quando sabe que Deus está cuidando de seus ﬁlhos.A maternidade costuma despertar na mulher os mais profundos sentimentos de abnegação e renúncia. Mães
são capazes de qualquer coisa para garantir que seus ﬁlhos estejam bem, não importa o grau de sacrifício a que tenham de chegar para isso. E a melhor iniciativa que podem tomar nesse sentido é dobrar
os joelhos e orar. Quanto maior a comunhão com Deus, mais poderosa será a intercessão.Em quinze capítulos que contam com recursos como perguntas para discussão e modelos de oração, Marla
Alupoaicei inspira as leitoras a interceder pelos ﬁlhos com poder, autoridade, gratidão e fé. Ao colocar em prática as orientações deste livro, toda mãe terá sua conﬁança nos cuidados de Deus renovada
diariamente.

Typical American A$$hole
Traﬀord Publishing This book unleashes years of frustration stemming from the ostensible and sheer ignorance of Americans concerning not only the outside world, but even matters apposite to their
immediate vicinity. I have lived in Tallahassee, Boston, Miami, and College Station. There has been a common thread pervasive in all of these living experiences: the exposure to an increasingly decadent,
desultory and vapid American culture. In geography, the concept is called "placelessness." Apparently it seems like a felicitous word to describe the blase nature of an American culture that has become
enslaved to the beer bottle, the "boob tube", the Botox injections, the silicon breast enhancements, the marijuana, cigarette smoking, and an ecumenically gilded culture of scapegraces. So much of
American culture is being diluted by adherence to "political correctness" and hackneyed "professional standards." What ever happened to the media serving as the "watchdogs" of government? Now the
media is more concerned with actually promoting dogs and dog-like behavior from shallow celebrities. The book attempts to compile the dilapidated schemas, illogical double standards, and slipshod
behavior of Americans in a sarcastic (yet humorous) and informative (yet satirical) fashion.

White Whole
Lulu.com ""White Whole"" presents 1,136 lyrics, pastorals, satires, elegies, and narrative poems written in 2018 by Surazeus that explore the evolution of the universe since the First Flash from the White
Whole.

Congressional Record
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Elite?
A Christian Manifesto for Youth Sports in the United States
Wipf and Stock Publishers Beyond an occasional sports-inspired sermon illustration, sports are generally regarded as having little relevance to the Christian faith. More often, they are viewed as a welcome
and safe reprieve from politics and religion. Quietly, however, as they avoid the discerning eye of the church, sports are slowly overtaking families and overwhelming parents. Under the labels "elite,"
"select," and "travel," a new experience of sports has taken root in American culture demanding ﬁnancial burdens, time commitments, and heightened pressures never before seen. Community leaders
from various public sectors have criticized many recent trends in youth sports, but, alas, where has the church been? This new "elite" expression of youth sports is quickly building an intimidating front
against the church. As church attendance declines, "elite" youth sports participation is on the rise. This book ventures into the challenging, controversial, and powerful world of youth sports. Young people
participate in sports more than just about any other activity, and the church has neglected its role in providing a voice of discernment for what participating in sports should look like. Christians are
desperately in need of a manifesto for helping them wrestle with the complex, exciting, and often exhausting world of youth sports.
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Teaching to Justice, Citizenship, and Civic Virtue
The Character of a High School Through the Eyes of Faith
Wipf and Stock Publishers In Teaching to Justice, Citizenship, and Civic Virtue, a group of teachers considers how students learn and what students need in order to ﬁgure out what God is requiring of them.
The teachers hear from experts in the ﬁelds of civic education, the arts, politics, business, technology, and athletics. In addition, they talk about their own learning and what they want students to know
about life after high school. This book, along with its discussion questions, will help parents, teachers, school board members, and administrators talk about what it means to help students work toward
God's shalom in a broken but redeemed world.

Legal Issues Relating to Football Head Injuries
Hearings Before the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, One
Hundred Eleventh Congress, First and Second Session, October 28, 2009 and January
4, 2010
Shaken: Young Reader's Edition
Fighting to Stand Strong No Matter What Comes Your Way
WaterBrook Your identity is deﬁned--not by changing circumstances-- but an unchanging God! Whether you’re celebrating an incredible victory or facing life’s biggest disappointment, your response will
reveal who you really are. In this powerful book designed speciﬁcally for young Christians, Heisman Trophy winner Tim Tebow provides an intimate look into how he’s been able to face professional
triumphs and defeats and still emerge with his faith and identity intact. In Shaken: The Young Reader’s Edition, Tebow shares his insight for shaping an identity based not on your highs and lows, but on
God. He examines the courageous lives of Biblical ﬁgures and the many inspirational people he’s met to show you how to: Overcome your fears and accept God’s perfect, unconditional love Transform
your insecurities into opportunities for growth Embrace your unique, God-given talents to make a diﬀerence in your world With honesty that speaks directly to the heart, Tebow will inspire you to build a
God-centered identity and begin today to live out your divine purpose!

This Is the Day
Reclaim Your Dream. Ignite Your Passion. Live Your Purpose
WaterBrook ECPA BESTSELLER - The New York Times best-selling sports star and media icon motivates readers to stop postponing dreams and start making them happen now because--this is the day.
Beyond Tim Tebow's exploits as a Heisman-winning football player, he is widely known and respected for his exemplary character and personal excellence, which have made him a role model for millions.
When Tim interacts with the public, he often encounters people who feel "stuck"--unable to take action on matters ranging from daily life to pursuing lifelong dreams. In response, Tim often identiﬁes a
crippling fear or lack of courage, to which he advises: "now is the time to take some risks, to quiet the voices of defeat, to step forward and make a mark, because this is the day." In this inspiring,
motivational book, readers will receive the advice and encouragement to daily move from "pause" to "play" in ﬁnding deeper meaning and success. Tim illustrates the book's themes with stories from his
personal life that will delight all readers, including his an update on his dream pursuit of a baseball career.

Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game
W. W. Norton & Company "This delightfully written, lesson-laden book deserves a place of its own in the Baseball Hall of Fame." —Forbes Moneyball is a quest for the secret of success in baseball. In a
narrative full of fabulous characters and brilliant excursions into the unexpected, Michael Lewis follows the low-budget Oakland A's, visionary general manager Billy Beane, and the strange brotherhood of
amateur baseball theorists. They are all in search of new baseball knowledge—insights that will give the little guy who is willing to discard old wisdom the edge over big money.

The I in Team
Sports Fandom and the Reproduction of Identity
University of Chicago Press There is one sound that will always be loudest in sports. It isn’t the squeak of sneakers or the crunch of helmets; it isn’t the grunts or even the stadium music. It’s the deafening
roar of sports fans. For those few among us on the outside, sports fandom—with its war paint and pennants, its pricey cable TV packages and esoteric stats reeled oﬀ like code—looks highly irrational,
entertainment gone overboard. But as Erin C. Tarver demonstrates in this book, sports fandom has become extraordinarily important to our psyche, a matter of the very essence of who we are. Why in the
world, Tarver asks, would anyone care about how well a total stranger can throw a ball, or hit one with a bat, or toss one through a hoop? Because such activities and the massive public events that
surround them form some of the most meaningful ritual identity practices we have today. They are a primary way we—as individuals and a collective—decide both who we are who we are not. And as
such, they are also one of the key ways that various social structures—such as race and gender hierarchies—are sustained, lending a dark side to the joys of being a sports fan. Drawing on everything from
philosophy to sociology to sports history, she oﬀers a profound exploration of the signiﬁcance of sports in contemporary life, showing us just how high the stakes of the game are.

The Seven Longest Yards
Our Love Story of Pushing the Limits while Leaning on Each Other
Zondervan He was told he'd never walk again. She was losing hope that she'd ever feel whole again. This is their miraculous true story of defying the impossible. "In my very ﬁrst impression of Chris, I was
blown away by his determination to stay positive, do the work, and trust that God had a bigger story in mind . . . this book is a master class in the power of perseverance." -Tim Tebow Quadriplegics simply
do not walk again - yet millions watched as Chris Norton deﬁed incredible odds and took step by impossible step across his graduation stage. With his ﬁancée Emily by his side, those unbelievable steps
became the start of an extraordinary journey for them both. Told from both of their unique perspectives, this moving story invites you to ﬁnd, as Chris and Emily have, that God can transform our lowest
points into life's greatest gifts. In a moment, Chris went from a talented college football player with a promising future to a quadriplegic with a 3 percent chance of ever moving or feeling anything below
his neck, much less walking again. Determined to prove the doctors wrong, he pushed himself through grueling, daily workouts to achieve his goal four years later: walking the stage to receive his college
diploma with Emily's help, and to the world's astonished applause. Meanwhile, Emily faced her own challenges as she sunk into a deep battle against anxiety and depression, despite her life's outward
blessings. Day by day, decision by decision, Chris and Emily committed themselves to taking the extra step, trusting God, and leaning on the help of others. In a story of courageous faith and grit, this
extraordinary couple's journey ultimately led them to tackle the seven longest yards - down the wedding aisle and into a new life together. And what a new life it is: Chris and Emily have adopted ﬁve
beautiful girls and welcomed foster children - seventeen and counting! - into their home and hearts. Let this book be your inspiration for defying your own impossible, and ﬁnding joy on the other side.

The Wall Street Journal
Index
Adam's Gift
A Memoir of a Pastor’s Calling to Defy the Church’s Persecution of Lesbians and Gays
Duke University Press Presents a ﬁrst-person account of a minister whose ordination credentials were revoked by The United Methodist Church after he performed same-gender commitment ceremonies.
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All Things Possible
My Story of Faith, Football, and the First Miracle Season
Harper Collins NFL sensation Kurt Warner tells the incredible story of faith and perseverance that captured the hearts of millions and rocketed him from obscurity to become MVP and Super Bowl champion.

How (Not) to Read the Bible
Making Sense of the Anti-women, Anti-science, Pro-violence, Pro-slavery and Other
Crazy-Sounding Parts of Scripture
Zondervan Is Reading the Bible the Fastest Way to Lose Your Faith? For centuries, the Bible was called "the Good Book," a moral and religious text that guides us into a relationship with God and shows us
the right way to live. Today, however, some people argue the Bible is outdated and harmful, with many Christians unaware of some of the odd and disturbing things the Bible says. Whether you are a
Christian, a doubter, or someone exploring the Bible for the ﬁrst time, bestselling author Dan Kimball guides you step-by-step in how to make sense of these diﬃcult and disturbing Bible passages. Filled
with stories, visual illustrations, and memes reﬂecting popular cultural objections, How (Not) to Read the Bible is a lifeline for individuals who are confused or discouraged with questions about the Bible. It
also works great as a small-group study or sermon series.

Relentless
A Memoir
Hachette UK Bill Belichick: "Julian is the epitome of competitiveness, toughness, and the great things that are possible when someone is determined to achieve their goals." Tom Brady: "It's a privilege for
me to play with someone as special as Julian." The Super Bowl champion wide receiver for the New England Patriots shares his inspiring story of an underdog kid who was always doubted to becoming one
of the most reliable and inspiring players in the NFL. When the Patriots were down 28-3 in Super Bowl LI, there was at least one player who refused to believe they would lose: Julian Edelman. And he said
so. It wasn't only because of his belief in his teammates, led by the master of the comeback, his friend and quarterback Tom Brady-or the coaching staﬀ run by the legendary Bill Belichick. It was also
because he had been counted out in most of his life and career, and he had proved them all wrong. Whether it was in Pop Warner football, where his Redwood City, California, team won a national
championship; in high school where he went from a 4'10", 95-pound freshman running back to quarterback for an undefeated Woodside High team; or college, where he rewrote records at Kent State as a
dual-threat quarterback, Edelman far exceeded everyone's expectations. Everyone's expectations, that is, except his own and those of his father, who took extreme and unorthodox measures to drive
Edelman to quiet the doubters with ferocious competitiveness. When he was drafted by the Patriots in the seventh round, the 5'10" college quarterback was asked to ﬁeld punts and play wide receiver,
though he'd never done either. But gradually, under the tutelage of a demanding coaching staﬀ and countless hours of oﬀ-season training with Tom Brady, he became one of the NFL's most dynamic punt
returners and top receivers who can deliver in the biggest games. Relentless is the story of Edelman's rise, and the continuing dominance of the Patriot dynasty, ﬁlled with memories of growing up with a
father who was as demanding as any NFL coach, his near-constant ﬁght to keep his intensity and competitiveness in check in high school and college, and his celebrated nine seasons with the Patriots.
Julian shares insights into his relationships and rivalries, and his friendships with teammates such as Tom Brady, Wes Welker, Matt Slater, and Randy Moss. Finally, he reveals the story behind "the catch"
and life on the inside of a team for the ages. Inspiring, honest, and unapologetic, Relentless proves that the heart of a champion can never be measured.

Ethics of Sport and Athletics
Theory, Issues, and Application
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Timely, accessible, and focused on practical application, Ethics of Sport & Athletics: Theory, Issues, and Applications, Second Edition, details the theories and mechanics of
moral reasoning, ethical and unethical behavior in sport, and the development of moral education through sport. This well-organized, case-based approach to sport-related dilemmas teaches readers how
to successfully apply moral reasoning skills in good decision making to ensure conﬁdence in sports management. Extensively updated with real-world examples drawn from the latest sports headlines, this
Second Edition is designed to help readers grapple with the many complicated ethical challenges they’ll encounter in today’s sports professions, including performance enhancement, violence in sports,
and racial and gender discrimination. An expanded emphasis on applying knowledge and concepts in sport management further equips readers to confront speciﬁc scenarios, ultimately improving the
overall moral integrity of sport without diminishing its competitive element.

Bill Snyder
My Football Life and the Rest of the Story
Triumph Books "The opportunity for the greatest turnaround in college football exists here today, and it's not one to be taken lightly." — Bill Snyder A captivating autobiography from the architect of
Kansas State football When Kansas State hired Bill Snyder as its head football coach in 1988, the Wildcats had one of the worst programs in college football and hadn't won a conference title since 1934.
Little could anybody predict that Snyder would soon engineer a total transformation in Manhattan, Kansas. From his humble beginnings in St. Joseph, Missouri, Snyder rose to greatness, bringing K-State up
from the ashes to a No. 1 ranking, six 11-win seasons in a span of seven years, and one Big 12 Championship. He still wasn't ﬁnished. After a three-year retirement, Snyder returned to lead the Wildcats to
another Big 12 title. In 2015, he became just the fourth person in college football history to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame as an active coach. In this new memoir, Snyder reﬂects on a
successful yet complicated life, detailing the grueling 80-hour work weeks, his visionary Wildcat Goals for Success, and the virtues he doubled down on during his ﬁnal years as head coach, all the while
battling throat cancer. Readers will discover a multi-faceted portrait of one of college football's greatest leaders, his triumphs and defeats, his greatness and his ﬂaws, and his passion and drive to, not
once, but twice, lead a championship team while developing young men.

Made to Crave for Young Women
Satisfying Your Deepest Desires with God
Zonderkidz What do you crave to make you happy? ... every day is ﬁlled with things we want and crave. Things that will make us feel good at least for a moment. But what happens when that moment is
gone and the need returns? There’s nothing wrong with wanting certain things, but God didn’t create us to rely on those things to make us happy. He created us to crave Him, and a happiness that lasts. In
this teen adaptation of the bestselling Made to Crave, the deep emotional, physical, and material cravings you face are explored—desires that can turn into spending too much, over- or under-eating,
needing a boyfriend, or more. Through real-life stories and support from people who have been where you are, you will also discover how to truly crave God and the love and comfort He wants us to have,
and how craving heavenly things can make the earthly cravings easier to overcome. You were made to crave more than this world has to oﬀer.

Faith in the Halls of Power
How Evangelicals Joined the American Elite
Oxford University Press Evangelicals, once at the periphery of American life, now wield power from the White House to Wall Street. Drawing on personal interviews, Lindsay reveals how a new generation
of the faithful is bringing its vision of moral leadership into the public square.

Playing With Purpose Collection
Inside the Lives and Faith of Today's Biggest Football, Basketball, and Baseball Stars
Barbour Publishing Meet the “starting lineup” of talented big-time athletes with fascinating faith stories in the Playing with Purpose Collection. This book chronicles the lives of several players who stand
strong for their Christian faith on the football ﬁeld, the basketball court, and the baseball diamond. Veteran CBA author Mike Yorkey, whose biography of quarterbacks Sam Bradford, Tim Tebow, and Colt
McCoy was a best-seller, also proﬁles major league stars such as Albert Pujols, Josh Hamilton, Clayton Kershaw, Carlos Beltran, Ben Zobrist, and Mariano Rivera and NBA heroes like Kyle Korver, Kevin
Durant, Luke Ridnour, Stephen Curry, and Jeremy Lin. The Playing with Purpose Collection will introduce you to talented athletes with compelling faith stories.
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If the Tomb Is Empty
Why the Resurrection Means Anything Is Possible
Hachette UK A NATIONAL BESTSELLER A beloved pastor and a New York Times bestselling author examine scripture and share inspiring personal stories to help show the important role that Jesus’
resurrection plays in our everyday lives. The Son of God was cruciﬁed, died and buried, and He lay in the tomb for three days—until He walked out shining like the sun. In a culture in which history is
erased or rewritten at will, the existence of an empty tomb matters. Why? Because if the tomb is empty—then anything is possible. In his ﬁrst book, Joby Martin, Lead Pastor of The Church of Eleven22,
dives deep into scripture and traces the story of salvation by highlighting the seven mountains throughout scripture where God manifests himself. As he describes each encounter with God, Martin shows
us how the interaction on each mountain laid the groundwork for the sacriﬁce of Christ on Calvary, and shows what God revealed about Himself in the process. He illuminates seven familiar passages,
unveiling how God's plan for Christ's sacriﬁce is threaded throughout scripture, and shows why Christ's resurrection—impossible, unbelievable—means that nothing is too hard for our God. Ultimately, he
asks readers, Do you live every day of your life as if the tomb is empty—or as though Jesus is still hanging on that cross? Written with New York Times bestselling author Charles Martin, If the Tomb is
Empty is an insightful and spiritually rich examination of what the miracle of Christ's resurrection means for all of us.

Finish Strong
A Father's Code and a Son's Path
Penguin “Taking risks and pushing oneself to the limit are strong themes, as well, and the loving bond between a father and son is evident throughout . . . . A tale that will appeal to sports fans and those
who appreciate the determination and physical and mental toughness required to thrive at the top level of sports.” —Kirkus The inspiring story of Nate Ebner's bond with his unconventional father and its
remarkable consequences Nate Ebner and his father were inseparable. From an early age, they worked side-by-side in the family junkyard, where part of the job was dispensing citizen's justice to aspiring
robbers, and they worked out side-by-side in their grungy homemade gym. Even though Nate was a great peewee football player in football-mad Ohio, he followed his father's passion for rugby and started
playing for the same club as his father when he was only thirteen years old. But Nate had to face the fact that there was no way to make a living as a professional rugby player in this country. So Nate
gave his dad the news that he planned to quit rugby and go out for the football team at Ohio State University, with an eye toward making the NFL. As a goal for someone who hadn't even played high
school football, this was completely ridiculous. Without blinking, his father told him that if he gave up what he had built in rugby, he had to see it through. It was the last conversation they ever had--the
next day, his father was brutally murdered at work by a would-be robber. Nate went on to make the Ohio State team and when NFL Draft Day came, he was selected by the New England Patriots. Three
Super Bowl rings later, his legacy in the sport is secure. But he got another unexpected chance to honor his father's memory when the Olympics admitted rugby as a sport for the 2016 Games. Against
long odds, he made the team and competed in Rio in the sport he and his father loved above all others. An astonishing story of what a father will do for a son and what a son will do for a father, Finish
Strong is a powerful reminder that the lessons parents embody for their children continue to bear fruit long after they are gone.

The Right Steph
How Stephen Curry Is Taking the NBA to a New Level--With Humility and Grace
Shiloh Run Press In the last couple of years, Stephen Curry has reshaped the way basketball is played, been proclaimed the best shooter in basketball history (with the stats to back him up), morphed into
the baby-faced face of the NBA, and has been lauded by many experts as the best player on the planet. In this fun, fact-ﬁlled biography, Playing with Purpose author Mike Yorkey shows how this likable,
humble, and soft-spoken basketball player is living out his faith using words only when necessary."
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